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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Beyorch Digital delivers the first governance token that
is backed by merchant loan obligations, thus
strengthening a crucial inefficiency for the crypto
world. Investors receive better protection and
reliability with performing asset-backed tokens. The
innovative model of Beyorch Digital brings the best of
both worlds to the crypto community, as well as
strong, sustainable value, and total governance in
helping make future decisions. Transparency is
guaranteed through blockchain technology, smart
contracts, and algorithmic processes that are executed
by the Beyorch Digital blockchain pioneer.

.
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TOKENOMICS
Liquidity is most important to us as a Hybrid Merchant Bank.  Each transaction has a 5% slippage applied to it. 2% of that goes 

straight to the Liquidity wallet. The remaining 2% is distributed among token holders, with the remaining 1% going to marketing.

Public Sales/IDO 
Launch

Pre-Sale

Team

Advisor
Partners

Liquidity

Refection

Marketing

Tax Fee Allocation
Liquidity: 40.0%  Redistributed to holders: 40.0%  

Marketing Wallet: 20.0%.

Token Allocation
Presale: 30% Public Sale/IDO Launch: 50.0% 

Team 10% Advisors 5% Partners 5%.



Beyorch Digital Token (BDIG) is currently  issued on the 
Binance smart chain bep-20 Network. Here is a list of 
some wallets  with support of Beyorch Digital (BDIG) BEP 
20 tokens:

METAMASK WALLET
HTTPS://METAMASK.IO

TRUST WALLET  
HTTPS://TRUSTWALLET.COM

BEP20 TOKEN

https://metamask.io/
https://trustwallet.com/


TOKEN CAPABILITIES

2% AUTOMATIC LIQUIDITY

2% of every trade is locked into Liquidity Pool to create 

a steadily rising price floor.

PORTFOLIO GROWTH

Holders of BDIG Tokens will see their investments grow 

overtime. Our token has reflection which will contribute 

to a passive share of income to each token holder.

MANUAL TOKEN BURN

Beyorch Digital’s manual burns make the protocol 

balance with the fluctuating performance of the 

market. The manual burns contribute to the long-

term benefits of our token holders.

ASSET-BACKED TOKEN

The Beyorch Digital Token is a governance and utility backed by 

the underlying assets of Beyorch Inc’s merchant loan portfolio. 

PASSIVE STAKING INCOME

Beyorch Digital Tokens are a haven as they provide passive 

income in a common interest as high as 18% APY. 

ADDITIONAL UTILITY
Beyorch Digital Tokens offer additional utility  features such as 

discounted interest rates for  merchant loan fees when loan 

applicants use  Beyorch Digital Tokens.



TOKEN UTILITY

BETTER EARNING RATES

Beyorch Digital Token holders will receive better earning 

rates based on the number of tokens owned.

PRIORITY LOANS

Beyorch Digital Token holders will receive priority

considerations for all loan products offered by Beyorch 

Inc. and Beyorch Digital.

BETTER RATES ON SERVICE FEES

Beyorch Digital Token holders will receive 

discounted rates on fees for Beyorch Inc and 

Beyorch Digital services.

HIGHER YIELDS ON STAKING

Beyorch Digital Token holders will receive the highest yields 

offered on all crypto staking program levels. 

PREFERENTIAL BORROWING RATES

Beyorch Digital Tokens holders will receive the best rates

offered on all loan programs.

INSTANT CREDIT LINES AND PREMIUM
SUPPORT
Beyorch Digital Tokens holders will be automatically qualified for 

instant credit lines and our Beyorch Digital visa rewards card.



OUR MISSION AND PURPOSE
Beyorch Digital has found purpose in building an improved  financial 

eco-system that allows investors to earn more and lower  financial 

risk. This ongoing mission is carried into the traditional  equities 

market, where the merchant subsidiary of Beyorch will  enable 

investors to buy stock in early unicorn’s pre-ipo. These  companies 

will have brand establishment, market momentum, and  scalability–

the known traits carried by all nationwide and global  companies.

MOVING THE FUTURE CLOSER



BEYORCH DIGITAL BLUEPRINT
Beyorch Digital’s business model is not dissimilar to that of its parent company Beyorch inc. It allows customers to invest their cryptocurrency 

for returns, makes loans in dollars to customers who put up cryptocurrency as collateral, and it lends crypto to small businesses, companies, 

and major institutions that need it.  Beyorch Digital offers interest of up to 18 percent per year on crypto deposits and staking, compared to a 

national average of 0.06 percent savings deposits at traditional banks.

Beyorch Digital Token is backed by merchant loan obligations from its parent company Beyorch Inc., thus strengthening a crucial inefficiency 

for the crypto world. Investors receive better protection and reliability with performing asset-backed tokens. The innovative model of Beyorch 

Digital brings the best of both worlds to the crypto community, as well as strong, sustainable value, and total governance in helping make 

future decisions.  Beyorch Digital has found purpose in building an improved financial eco-system that allows investors to earn more and lower 

financial risk.



PROBLEM

LACK OF TRANSPARENCY AND CONTROL

Although bitcoin, Ethereum, and other 

emerging cryptocurrencies are becoming the 

most widely owned digital assets class 

around the globe, crypto owners receive 

limited insight and governance within the 

investment.  The projected total value of 

those assets is expected to grow to over $5 

trillion by 2025. The industry is rapidly 

Growing in volatility, and investors want more 

control over overall outcomes.

SOLUTION

EARN MORE OF WHAT’S YOURS

Instead of guessing and making hard  decisions, 

investors, miners, and  entrepreneurs have better-

controlled  outcomes with the Beyorch Digital  

governance token. Digital investors  experience 

better transparency, voting  rights, and even 

options to stake their  investment for interest gains, 

quickly  executed in Beyorch Digital’s smart  

contract.

LACK OF QUALITY OPTIONS

An overwhelming number of crypto companies  

offering the same thing makes choosing the 

right  company often difficult. Digital asset 

owners'  options are limited to coins and 

tokens. The vast  majority has little to no worth 

or utility, making it  harder for a steady increase 

in overall value.

ASSET-BACKED TOKENS

Special consideration to asset-backed 

cryptocurrency  is needed to help sustain 

exceptional market results.  The federal reserve 

central banking system backs the  us fiat currency 

making the dollar near impossible to  fail. Beyorch 

digital tokens' long-term value is being  backed and 

supported by Beyorch's performing assets  via 

merchant loan obligations.



HOW BDIG TOKENS ARE USED

Beyorch Digital Tokens (BDIG) support commercial loans in the 

Beyorch merchant ecosystem. Beyorch Professional Service 

clients save money in interest and lower  monthly payments when 

applying for a loan by using Beyorch Digital Tokens.

E.g., company x wants to borrow $20 million to expand operations.

OPTION A:

Beyorch underwrites the loan with 6.5 percent compounded 

annual interest with a down payment of 5 percent.

OPTION B:

Company x uses BDIG tokens for the down payment and pays 3.5% 

compounded  yearly interest. Our objective for creating the BDIG 

token is to extend opportunities across our digital and  merchant 

community. The value begins with staking programs, competitive 

interest rewards,  voting on products, and Beyorch Digital credit 

cards. Beyorch Digital Token is the next  generation for merchant 

services.



ROAD MAP

2021 - 4th quarter

APP DEVELOPMENT

2022 – 1st quarter 

STAKING PROGRAM

2022 - 2nd quarter 

CONSUMER LOANS FOR TOKEN HOLDERS

2022 - 3rd quarter 

BEYORCH DIGITAL REWARDS CREDIT CARD

2022 - 4th quarter 

CRYPTO PARTNERSHIPS TO EXPAND INTO NEW MARKETS

Join our Telegram:  https://t.me/beyorchdigitaltoken

https://t.me/beyorchdigitaltoken


THANK YOU

All written material within this document is the intellectual property of Beyorch, Inc.

Telegram: https://t.me/beyorchdigitaltoken

Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/Beyorch1/

Discord: https://discord.gg/AXzBz8P6

IG: https://www.instagram.com/beyorchdigital/ 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/beyorchdigital

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BeyorchDigital/

Tik Tok: Tiktok.com/@beyorchdigital

LinkedIn:  https://www.linkedin.com/company/beyorchdigital/

Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/BeyorchDigitalAdmin/_saved/

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfMVq8EmTNABdcLSH38Xnlw
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